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We aggregate reviews from all of the top sites so you can easily monitor what customers are 
saying about your clients – in real-time!

CUSTOMER SURVEYS
We create engaging surveys that are sent through phone text messaging and email to your 
customers. This is a proactive approach to gather your best reviews and catch unhappy customers 
before they damage your reputation online

REVIEW SITE
We create a microsite that also serves as a good SEO tool for quality backlinks to your main 
website. This displays your best reviews

REVIEW MONITORING
Never miss a word with real-time notifications of new customer feedback

REVIEW MANAGEMENT
We monitor and respond to all your reviews from all your social sites

REVIEW MARKETING
Amplify customer voices and let your online reputation promote itself. We push your best reviews 
out to your social platforms and integrate your reviews onto your website through an API.

1. Review Management



CUSTOMER SURVEYS: Identify if someone is going to write a positive or 
negative review before sending them to a top review site.



Happy customers will be sent to top review sites.



Unhappy customers will be sent to a private feedback area.



REVIEW SITE: We will create a custom review website which
will increase exposure and enhance SEO efforts.



REVIEW MONITORING: Managing all your clients’ reviews in one 
location saving time and allowing for faster reactions.



We amplify and distribute positive reviews throughout the web to get more 
positive reviews in front of more people.

REVIEW MARKETING: Positive Review Distribution



We post the best reviews on Facebook, Google+ & Twitter 
to increase conversions and spark social conversations.

Website

Facebook 
& Google+



We integrate a review API on your website! Amplifying your 
reputation on Google to help increase Google SEO traffic & conversions.



The goal is to get more revenue for you by
increasing your online reviews across the web.



Positive reputation equals revenue.

Get a 5-9% increase in revenue with 
just a 1-star improvement in rating. 

Be found on Google’s organic search 
with a positive reputation.

Increase Your ROI
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